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Mepsan joins TANAP, the largest energy investment

Trans-Anatolian Natural Gas Pipeline (TANAP) project is intended to transfer Azerbaijan natural gas to
Europe via Turkey. Started with the agreement signed on 26 June 2012, TANAP is considered the
largest energy investment so far.

TANAP enters Turkey through Türkgözü on the border with Georgia, and runs to Europe through
Eskişehir and Thrace-İpsala. With its land part in 2 sections that are 56 and 48 inches in diameter, sea



part that is 36 inches in diameter, and its total length of approximately 1.850 km, TANAP is the
longest pipeline with the highest carrying capacity ever to be built in the world.

With mobile fuel containers and next-generation vehicle identification systems, refueling support of
the project under which significant domestic and foreign companies in a leading position in
engineering, purchasing, construction and manufacturing processes, will be conducted by Mepsan.
Thanks to this system, refueling will be made with 10 Industex container type mobile fuel stations at 2
locations.

With the 'ID Chips' to be installed on about 400 vehicles that will serve under this project that ensures
the energy safety of Europe, UHF technology will be used to track fuel online.

TP Petroleum Distribution (TPPD) visits Mepsan

Having been established in 2006 as an enterprise of Türkiye Petrolleri Anonim Ortaklığı, and running
ahead to become one of the pioneering players of fuel industry, TP Petroleum Distribution (TPPD) aims
to work with a powerful supplier of station equipment that will support their ambitious growth
objectives. Considering the rapidly increasing number of TP stations, the authorities of TP paid a visit
to Mepsan manufacturing plant in Konya for projects that will ensure uninterrupted delivery of works.

TPPD has 315 fuel stations all over Turkey. Particularly the fact that Mepsan distinguishes itself from
leading foreign companies as an equipment manufacturer with domestic capital, manufacturing
higher-quality equipment with technological features and functions was an important factor in TPPD's
visit to the manufacturing plant of Mepsan in Konya.

Manufacturing and After-Sales Service staff of Mepsan, which accompanied the authorities of TPPD
during their Konya visit provided information about all production lines, technological equipment and
manufacturing stages, capacities, After-Sales Service central building, and operations of their call
center.

Mepsan has become the global supplier of Gulf 

Taking part in Gulf Oil International Global Network Conference organized in China from 7 to 11
September, Mepsan came together with all global representatives of Gulf and started new projects in
accordance with mutual collaborations.

Having materialized complete station technologies in 300 stations of Gulf for the last 3 years, Mepsan
will now take its achievement to all international markets where Gulf operates. Batuhan Kıroğlu, Sales
and Marketing Director, and İbrahim Çevik, Middle East and Africa Sales Director of Mepsan took place
in the conference that took place in China.

BP’s compressors will be supplied by Mepsan

Mepsan won the tender for compressors floated by BP Turkey, one of the largest energy companies in
the world, and started shipment of Industex Type A Air Compressors.
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A member of Industex product family that includes on-site and reliable equipment for both fuel
stations and different manufacturing plants, Industex Type A Air Compressors stand out with their
superior technical and mechanical design, reliability and trouble-free service for several years even in
harshest operating conditions.

Industex Type A Air Compressor differentiates with its highly efficient belt and pulley mechanism
offering easy maintenance, air cooling and silencing system providing a clean and silent working
environment, compressor output valve with oil level gauge providing ease of service, featuring a
handling lever for easy handling and a meticulously designed tank section, which is resistant to wear
and corrosion with its electrostatic powder paint, and provides a long life cycle with rubber vibration
dampers.

Mepsan raises the bar in aftersales services with HSSE

The authorized service points of Mepsan work with the consciousness of removing the risks that may
ensure in hazardous circumstances on site and protecting the environment.

In addition to technical trainings, Aftersales Services Department of Mepsan provides its authorized
technical services with training on topics such as general work health and safety, the causes of
occupational accidents and occupational diseases, risks during work, the principles of avoiding
accidents, injuries and diseases and implementation of protection techniques, safe use of work
equipment, legal rights and responsibilities of employees, information on the legislation, establishing
a safe environment and systems at the work site, using personal protective equipment, working with
equipment with display, warning signs, risks caused by chemical, physical and biological agents,
cleanliness and order, fire protection, conditions of thermal comfort, ergonomics, electricity hazards,
risks and measures, first aid and rescue.

In addition, the damages to the environment in hazardous situations such as accidents, spills and
rollovers on site are prevented with spill kits imported from the United Kingdom, which are distributed
to all regional service points.

Mepsan Aftersales Services Department aims to increase customer satisfaction by adopting a concept
of service involving both a well-trained staff and with quality products.
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